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The formation of boson and fermion pairs by a homogeneous periodic field during a finite time T is 
considered. The Klein-Gordon equation and the squared Dirac equation in this field reduce to the 
Hill equation; however, only in the boson case are all of the equation parameters real. This is one of 
the factors that affects radically the solutions at physical values of the quantum numbers. In the 
boson case unstable solutions exist which depend on time exponentially and correspond to 
exponential growth of the mean number of pairs in a given quantum state. (The exponential 
dependence of the amplitude on T goes over into the usual linear dependence only for the quantum 
numbers corresponding to the boundary of the instability region). There are no unstable solutions for 
the physical values of the quantum numbers in the spinor case and correspondingly the probability 
for pair production in a given state oscillates in time, remaining, as one would expect, less than 
unity. 

1. INTRODUCTION 

The interest in studying the production of pairs in 
external electromagnetic fields has increased in recent 
years [1-14]. Such processes and processes of pair anni
hilation with energy transfer to the external field are 
the only processes of zeroth order in the radiation 
field. If the pair-producing field vanishes as I t 1- "", 
the probabilities for these processes are expressed in 
terms of the coefficients c 1 and c 2 (cf. Eq. (3» of the 
solution of the Klein-Gordon or Dirac equation[4]. In the 
sequel we shall call c 1 and c 2 the scattering ampli
tudes. 

A periodic field is specific in that the duration T 
during which it is different from zero can be varied 
experimentally within wide limits, and it makes sense 
to study the dependence of the transition probability on 
T. The most interesting case is the case of the field of 
colliding electromagnetic waves. Unfortunately, the 
corresponding solutions of the Klein-Gordon and Dirac 
equations have not yet been studied (cf. however, [15,16 1). 

In this situation the first natural step is to consider the 
simplified case: pair production by a homogeneous 
electric field which has a sinusoidal time-dependence. 

For the first time this still rather complicated 
problem has been analyzed by Brezin and Itzykson[7] 
by means of the Schwinger method[17J and by POpOV[8J 
(cf. also[9,1O]) by means of the so-called imaginary time 
method. Both papers claim only to determine the order 
of magnitude of the effect, and in this respect they 
agree with each other. 

The time-dependence of the probability derived in 
these papers has the usual form characteristic for 
small probabilities. For larger probabilities it is 
natural to expect a more complicated T dependence 
since the sum of the probabilities of all the events must 
add up to one. We shall see below that the dependence 
of the scattering amplitudes c 1 and c 2 on T is indeed 
peculiar and the simple approximations made in [7-10] 
are not sufficient for determining it. 

2. THE SCALAR CASE 

The Klein-Gordon equation in the presence of a vec
tor potential A(t) reduces to the equation 

d' 
[F+ m'+p'- 2eAp+ e'A'] tp(t)=O, (1 ) 
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if </i(x) is assumed to be of the form </i(x) 
'" fp(t) exp (ip ·x), where P1, P2, P3 are the quantum 
numbers of the solution. We shall assume that A( t) 
'" (0, 0, A3(t» and that the field is different from zero 
only in the time interval (T, T) 

{
acos"'t, t<t 

A,(t) = acos",t, t<t<T. 
acoswT, t>T 

The pair production probabilities are deter
mined l18,2,4J by the scattering amplitudes Clp, c2p of 
the solution fp( t), which satisfy the conditions 1). 

(2) 

tp(~) 1,<. = e-ip,(.)', t.(t) I<>T = c"e-ip,(T)' + c"eip,(T)t. (3) 

According to Eq. (1) we have here for the vector poten
tial (2) 

port) = [m' + P.L' + (p, - ea cos wt)']"'. p/ = PI' + p,'. (4) 

The switching on and off of the field E3( t) = E sin wt, 
for T < t < T will be less abrupt if T and Tare 
selected to be multiples of Til w. For values of t inside 
the interval (T, T) we have two linearly independent 
solutions of the equation (1): f~l)(t) and f~)(t). 

The considerable simplification of the problem re
lated to the model potential chosen in the form (2) be
comes obvious: since the quantum numbers of the solu
tions are the same in the field region and outside it, the 
conditions of continuity of the amplitudes Clp and c2p 
are easily expressed in terms of the values of the solu
tions fp1) (t) and f~) (t) (and of their deri vati ves) at the 
points T and T. Thus, the solution which has the form 
exp { -ipo( T) t} for t < T goes over into the solution 
f3tfpl)(t) + f32fp)(t) when the field is switched on, with 
the constants f31 and f3 2 determined from the conditions 
that the function fp( t) and its deri vaH ve be continuous 
at the point T. Thus, we obtain 

~,= D-' exp {-ip.(-r)T} [t.(2l' (T) + iPo(T)t~') (T)], 

~z = _D- l ,exp {-ipo (T)T}[t;W (T) + ipo (T) t;1) (-,;)], (5) 

D = t;') (t) Ip(')! (t) - 1;2) (t) Ip(W (t) "" t;1) (t) ~ t~2) (t). 

Since Eq. (1) does not contain the first derivative, the 
Wronskian D does not depend on t. 

Similarly, matching up the solution and its deriva
tive at the instant T when the field is switched off, de
termines clp and c2p: 

2D exp {-ip.(T) T + ipo(T)T} c"lipo(T) 
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= <ll;')(T,+)<ll;l) (T,-)-<ll~1) (T,+)<ll~') (T,-), 

21) exp {ip,(T) T + ipo (T) Tlc"lipo (T) 

= <D;" (T, +) (I>~" (T, +) - (!J~" (T, +) <ll;" (T, +); 

<D."'" (t, ±)= (1 ±_._t_~] I:'" (t), 
<po(t) dt 

We note that on account of charge conservation, or 
in view of the time-independence of the Wronskian 

I; (t) ~ I. (t) 
it follows from (3) that 

ic,.i'-ic,.i'=p,(T) /po{T); 

(6 ) 

(7) 

(8 ) 

(9 ) 

the quantity I c2p I2po(T)/Po(T) determines the average 
number of pairs produced in a given state p (cfy,41). 
We also note that the instantaneous switching-on at the 
instant T is an idealization. In fact, the switching-on 
must be characterized by some function with a width 
AT in the neighborhood of T. In the sequel however, we 
shall be interested in the dependence of the average 
number of particles on the length of the interval T - T 

during which the field is switched on, and this depend
ence should not be very sensitive to the concrete form 
of the switching on and off function as long as T - T 

» AT. 

Thus, our problem has been reduced to considering 
the solutions of the equation (1) with a periodic function 
A(t), Le., to the solution of a Mathieu-Hill equation[19-211• 
Unfortunately the properties of these solutions are not 
sufficiently well known at the present time, and this 
circumstance prevents us from obtaining a complete 
solution of the problem. 

We write the solutions of (1) in the form 

I.(t) ... I,,(t) = e-"" L, An(qo)e'n." 

where qo is the quasi-energy. A substitution of (10) 
into (1) yields the recursion relation 

[ ( qo )' Po' + '/,e'a'] eapJ 
- --; - n + <ii' An (go) - ---;;;;-[A n-, (qo) + A n+, (qo) ] 

(10 ) 

e'a' (11) 
+w[An-,(qo)+An+,(qo)]=o, 

From it one can determine An (qo) and qo; it is often 
more convenient to consider qo as given, and to deter
mine the corresponding Po from (11). 

In the stability region qo is by definition real and is 
not a multiple of w/2. In the instability region 1m qo 
.. 0, and at the boundary of the stability region 2qo 
= sow, So = 0, 1, 2, ... In the latter case one cannot ob
tain a second solution from (10) by means of the substi
tution t - -t; the second solution can be defined as the 
limit 

I::' (t) = lim{ [j,,(t) + 1,,( -t)] / sin 2~o "1, 2go -+ So<il, (12) 

The upper (lower) sign corresponds to the even (odd) 
limit function f~2;w/2(t). 

Thus, in the instability region 2qo/ w = So + ill. The 
coefficients of the equation (11) do not change under the 
substitution qo - q~ = 7'2 W(SO - ill), n - So - n. 

Therefore one should expect that 

An(qo) =A,,-n(qo") or An(qo) = -A .. _n(qo"), (13) 

Making use of these relations in (10) it is easy to check 
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that fqo(t) = fq)t) or fqo(t) = -fqo(t), Le., in the insta
bility region the solutions (10) are essentially real; one 
of the two grows exponentially as t - 00, and the other 
decreases exponentially. In agreement with this, the 
number of pairs in the state p grows, according to (7), 
(8), exponentially with t: I C2p 12", exp (I III wt). 

We now consider the stability region. In principle 
one can look for the solution of Eq. (11) in the form of 
an expansion in powers of the charge. The quantity qo 
= qo( Po) (or Po = po(qo» is uniquely determined if one 
requires that An(qo) - oOn for e - 0, where oOn de
notes the Kronecker symbol. The series obtained this 
way converge slower and slower (or start diverging) as 
one approaches the boundary of instability (cf. Eqs. 
(4)-(6), Sec. 2.16, in MacLachlan's book[211). At the 
same time it is already clear from the lowest approxi
mation that it is the nearness of this boundary which is 
responsible for the pair production. Near the boundary 
there appears a delta-function term in the expression 
for C2p, describing the conservation of energy sow 
= 2qo; the integer So labels the instability zone. 

The appearance of the term with o(sow - 2qo) in the 
exact solution (7) for c 2p can be understood in the fol
lowing way. We take as fp1)(t) the function fqo(t) in 
(10) and obtain fp)(t) from (10) by the substitution qo 
- -qo' Let 2qo = (so + E)W where E will tend to zero. 
Since, according to (11), An (qo) = A-n ( -qo), it follows 
from (10) for finite E that 

1:"(t)=I-o,(t)=e"·'/,,(t)+ ~ [An(qo)-A .. _n(qo)]e",·-n.,', (14) 

where the An (qo) are chosen in such a way that 
An(qo) - Aso-n(qo) as E - 0 (cf. (13». 

USing (14) in 4>p1)(T, +) and q.p)(T, +) in (7) we ob
tain 

c,.=- ~ PO(T)D-'exp{ ~ E<iI(T-T)-iPo(T)T-iPo(Th} 

x [f-",(T)+ iP01(T) f.!.,,(T)] <ll~l) (T,+){e',·'T-""_e-"·(T-'"'l 

+ remaining terms. (15) 

In the limit E - 0 the remaining terms in (15) are 
a periodic function, and the square bracket can be re
placed by 4>(1)(T, +). Since D is proportional to E, the 
explicitly written terms in (15) contain indeed (for suf
ficiently large (T - T» the term o( E) = o( 2qo/ w - so), 
or, for E = 0, the quantity T - T. 

It should be remarked, however, that all the time we 
have implicity assumed that the sign of E is fixed. In 
fact, for fixed ea/wand Ps/w there are two different 
values 'of po corresponding to the value 2qo = sow in 
(11). If one starts out from the stability region, as Po 
increases the quantity 2qo approaches sow from below 
(E < 0). At the lower limit of the instability region 
E = O. As po increases further we are in the instability 
region: E = ill is purely imaginary. Finally, for still 
larger Po we pass through the upper limit of the insta
bility region, after which E becomes positive. (For the 
case Ps = 0, cf. the stability chart in[21 1.) In the lowest 
order of perturbation theory the instability region can 
be neglected. Then for E - 0 we have Po(so/2 + E) 

"" Po(so/2 - E) and the factor in front of o( E) becomes 
continuous at the point E = O. 

We shall consider further that E = 0, Le., that 
2qo = So and we rewrite (15) in a slightly different form. 
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The solution f(1)(t) = fq~(t) in (10) will then be periodic. 
A second solution, corresponding to the given quantum 
numbers, has the form[19,21) 

f,(') (t) = f~:) (t) = Ctf::) (t) + g (t), (16) 

where g( t) is also a ~eriodic function (but has parity 
opposite to that of f~ (t». Making use of (16) in (7) we 
obtain 0 

20,,1) exp (ipo(T) T + ipo (,),:} = - ipo (,) (T - ,) C<lJ,(1l (,' +) <lJ~1) (T, +) 

+ remaining terms. (17) 

With a suitable normalization of f(~~(t) and f~~(t) the 
determinant D can be made equal to one. 

The periodic function "remaining terms" in (17), 
as a function of T, T, oscillates with frequencies whic h 
are multiples of w. its existence is completely deter
mined by the switching on (and off) of the field, and it 
depends, naturally, on the concrete form of the switch
ing function. For this reason we shall not consider it 
further. 

Thus, we see that boson pairs are effectively pro
duced with quantum numbers p corresponding to the 
unstable region, including its boundaries. This circum
stance manifests itself clearly in the dependence of the 
solutions (and the probability) on time. In addition, in 
the stable region the solutions (10) are normalizable 
(jo ~ 0), and upon entering the unstable region they be
come real (up to a constant phase) and the charge 
density of such states equals zero. The production of 
pairs with the quantum numbers of the stable region is 
also possible, but it is described by a probability oscil
lating with T - T. In the next section we shall see that 
only the latter possibility is realized for spinor parti
cles. 

We now consider in more detail the case when ea/w 
is so small that one can neglect all but the lowest order 
of perturbation theory. Consider first that A· P = O. We 
determine c2p in the linear regime (cL Eq. (17), where 
we omit the remaining terms). The substitution wt 
= x + IT/2 reduces Eq. (1) to a Mathieu equation 

d' 
(- + 1')0 - 21') cos 2x) I(x) = 0; 

dx' 

(j)'1')o = po'+ '/,e'a'. 1') = (ea/2(j)'. 

We take as its solutions[21J 

1:° (x) = cen(x, 1'), cen (x, 0) = cos nx; 

I;') (x) = CnX cen (x, 1') + gn (x, 1'), gn (x, 0) = sin nx. 

(18 ) 

(19 ) 

To lowest order in IJ we obtain for Cn in fp 2) (X)2) : 

The final result is 

1]n 
Cn 

n[2n-'(n-1) !I' (20) 

1 12. 1 'l1 2m (T- ~)""'. (21) 
C'n = 4n' l2n-'(n-1)!j' ,~ 

In the zeroth approximation po in (4) does not depend 
on t so that (21) yields the average number of pairs in 
the state p. 

Setting n » 1 and Po"" m "" nw, we find 

1 ( e ea )'N 2m Ie, 1'=-(j)'(T-,)' -- N;:;-
P 3"(;2 4 m' OJ • 

(21' ) 

Let now po be such that the solutions of Eq. (18) are 
unstable, According to the Whittaker method[ZO 21) we 
obtain to lowest order 
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!~I) (x) ;:; e"'X sin (nx - 0), 

!,(')(x);:;e-"nXsin(nx+o), I-In=-'/,Cnsin20, (22) 

Here Cn is the same as in (20) and the parameter a 
determines the value of Po for which the solution (22) 
was obtained. From here we obtain according to (7), (8) 

s11' I-InCtl (T - ,) 

sin' 20 
s11ll-lnCtl(T - ,) + 2iojs11ll-lnCtl (T - :r) - 2ioj 

(23) 

1e"I' = \ sin' 20 ' 

and in the approximation considered the relation (9) is 
valid. 

The limit a - 0 or a - IT/2 corresponds to passing 
to the boundary of the region of instability. In this case 
(21) follows again from the first equation (23). We note 
that although the width of the instability region is ex
tremely small for ea/ w « 1, it widens as ea/ w in
creases, due to the exponential dependence of the aver
age number of pairs in it on T, its existence seems to 
be of interest. 

Until now it has been assumed that Ps = O. Then the 
production of boson pairs is realized by an even num
ber of photons absorbed from the field: C2p = c2p(IJ), 
1) = (ea/ 2w )2. We now take into account P3, considering 
it however to be so small that one may retain only its 
first non vanishing power. For P3 ~ 0 a contribution to 
c2p is possible also from an odd number of photons. 
The corresponding part of the wave function of the 
bosons can be expanded in momentum space in terms 
of P2n+l (cos}: (pa». As p' a - 0 the Legendre poly
nomial P2n+l (cos}: (pa» becomes proportional to P3, 
which determines the threshold behavior of C2p for an 
odd number of photons. 

For P3 ~ 0, Eq. (1) goes over into the Hill equation 

d' 1 
[ - + 80 + 28 cos 2z +-~' cos 4z] fez) = 0, 

dz' 2 

, (, e'a' ) 4eap, 2ea Ctlt 
Ctl8o=4 po +-2-' 8=--;;;-, ~=-;';-' z=2' 

In the instability region its solutions in lowest order 
have the form (22), where now 

[ e ea] 'n+' [ 2p ] l-I'n+l=(-1)n+' 4~ sin20 e~ + ... , 

(24) 

2 [e ea] On [ 11' P'] (25) 
l-I,n=(-1)n+'-;- 4~ sin20 1-2 :' + ... , n> 1. 

2 ' 
As before, I C2p l has the form (23), but (T-T) should 
be taken to mean (T-T)/2. 

The dependence of (25) and (23) on Ps does not agree 
with the spectrum obtained by POpOV(8), This seems to 
be related to the fact that within the framework of the 
imaginary time method the momentum distribution is 
pre-exponential, which in this method is not calculated, 
or is considered to be equal to one. The reason why 
there is no exponential dependence of c2p on T in the 
imaginary time method is that in this method one takes 
into account only one pair of Singularities in the com
plex time plane, i.e., pair production by a single period 
of the potential. A possible coherent action of many 
periods is not taken into account. As regards the paper 
by Brezin and Itzykson(7 J, one can show that the use of 
one iteration of the equations (32) of that paper does 
not suffice to obtain a quantitati ve result. 

3. THE SPINOR CASE 

We look for a solution of the squared Dirac equation 
(n' + m')Z = (11' + g + m')Z = 0, 
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o 

n. = -w I I}x. - eA., n = 'Y.n., g = '/,ieF •• 'Y.'Y., (26) 
F •• = I}A. lax. - I}A. lax., 

in the form 

Since for the field under consideration 3) 

I} 
gf",=ieE{t)f"" gf",=-ieE{t)r"., E{t)=-"8tA .{t), (28) 

we obtain for fp(t) 

{~:, +m'+{p-eA)'±ieE{t) }/.(t, ±)=O. (29) 

The plus sign is selected when fp( t) occurs with r 1 
and r 2, and the minus sign, when it occurs with r 3, 

and r 4 • 

A solution of the Dirac equation is obtained frem that 
of the squared equation in the usual manner: 

.p,{x) = (m - iit) e'·%/.{t) f,. 

The spin states i = 3, 4 are expanded in terms of the 
spin states i = 1, 2. Let f~l)(t, +), f~)(t, +) be two 
independent solutions of (29\ Then thOe condition of 
continuity for the function Ih(x) at the point where the 
field is switched on 

[
mP-t-;-~r:) ] e-;" (')' = [m - :.'<~ ~'id/d"C ] 

p, - lP. p, - 'P. 
- m + p_{1:) - m - n3{1:) + idld1: 

X {Mq~I){T,+)+Mq;Zl{T,+)} 

implies 

(30) 

(31 ) 

( n. ± i.!....) (n, =F i~) =~+n" ± ieE{t) 
dt dt dt' ' 

it is easy to verify that (1T3 - id/dt)f(t, +) is the solu
tion f( t, -). Therefore one can define r< 1, 2) (t, -) as 
follows: 

( -' 3:...) 1("') ( ) 1 (',') n, 1 dt .. t, + =Twv",fq, it, -). (35) 

Here III and 112 depend on the quantum numbers and the 
field amplitudes. 

Below we will deal with the solutions of (29) having 
the form (10), so that in addition to (35) one may set 

(36) 

It follows from (35), (36), (29) that 

v,'v, = v,v,' = -4 {P.c' + m') I w'. 

The relations (35) and (36) are useful for the considera
tion of the normalization and orthogonality of the solu
tions of the Dirac equation. 

We further define the periodic functions X(z): 

( ) _i.", 2 (t)/(I) ( +) + /(') ( ) )(, z e = -;;;- p_ "t, v, " . t, - , 

( ) i.", _ 2 { )/(') ( ) ") ( )(, z e --P_ t q, t, + +v,fq, t, -), 
w 

( ) _i.", 2 (t)/,o{t +) /U){t ) Xt'ze =--;;;-P+ qo, -VtqQ ,-, 

( ) '" 2 ( ) (2) (') )(,' z e' '=-P+ t /" it, +)-v,jq, it, -); 
(0 

(37) 

z = wt/2. The expression for c2n in (33) now takes the 
form 

exp{ipo{T)T+,iPO{T)T}C'n= (0' D-' 
8po{T)p_{T) (38) 

x [)(, (zo)x,{Z) exp{iJ.l" (Z - zo)} -)(, (zo)x,(Z) exp{- iJ.l" (Z - zo)} J. 

The coefficients Cln are obtained from (38) by means 
of the substitution 

(32) c'n ..... exp{-2ipo(T)T}c'n, 

i (1) d (2) 

D=-(-)/" (t'+)-d /q, (t,+), p_ T t 

n,{t) = P, - eA,(t), p",(t) = Po{t) ± n,{t). 

Here D does not depend on t (cf. Eq. (5». 

Similarly, from the continuity of 1/!1(X) at the switch-
ing-off point we obtain 

2po(T). [P+{T) ,I) (,) ] 
--( -) exp{-lPo{T)T}c!n=~' --/q, {T,+)+Fq, (T,+) 
~ T ~(n 

+R [P+{T) /('){T +)+F"){T +)] 
e' p_ (T) q" '" , 

2po{T) , [ (I) '0 
p_ (T) exphpo (T) T}c'n =~, tq, (T, +) - Fq, (T, +) 1 

+ ~,[/q;'){T, +)-F;:) (T, +) 1. 

Here po( T) is the same as in (4), Cln, 'C2n play the 
same roles as Clp, c2p in Eq. (3). 

(33) 

From the charge conservation condition we,obtain: 

1 I' Po{T)p_{T) + 1 I' Po{T)p+{T) 
C'n Po{T)p_{T) C'n Po{T)p_(T) 

1. (34) 

The equations (32)-(34) do not in fact depend on the 
spin index. They can be made more transparent if one 
takes into account the relation between the functions 
fqo(t, +) and fqo(t, -). Since 
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)(,(Z) ..... )(,,(Z), )(,{Z) ..... )(,,{Z). 

Considering that Z - zo == 7'2w(T - T) = 21Tl, where 
l is an integer, we see that c2n IX sin 21Tlll ", i.e., the 
probability for the production of a spinor pair with the 
quantum numbers n = (p, i) oscillates as a function of 
T - T. This situation is analogous to the periodic 
transitions of a two-level system (cf. the problem in 
Sec. 40 in Landau-Lifshitz[23J). Equation (29) for the 
potential under consideration is a Hill equation and 
differs from (24) by the presence of the spin term 
±i2~sin 2z in the square bracket: 

d' 1 
[ - + 00 + 20 cos 2z +-t1'cos 4z ± 2it1sin 2Z] /q,{z, ±)=O. (39) 

dz' 2 

The solution fq (z, +) for sufficiently small ea/wis 
conveniently deterYnined by means of the Whittaker 
method[21J• Then 

/q,{z, +) = e"4Il (z, 0), 00 = so' + 0/,(0) (a) + iwiO) (o)+ _ .. ; 

4Il (z, 0) = sin{soz - 0) + Ok,(') (z, 0) + it1k,(O) (z, 0) + ... 
(40) 

We consider the lowest-order approximation in ea/ w. 
Taking into account the higher approximations does not 
modify the qualitative picture. 

A. Pair production by a single photon (so = 1) 

In this case 
00 = 1 + 0 cos 20 + it1 sin 20 + 0'[ -'I. + 'I. cos 401 
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+ tt'['I, + 'I. cos 4a 1 + '1.lttB sin 4a + o (tt') , (41) 
1.1 = IhB sin 2a - 1/2i11 cos 2a + O(tt'). 

Since fj 0 is rea! (cf. (24)), the parameter a = a' + ia" 
must be such that sin 2a' = O. Then iJ. = -iiJ." is purely 
imaginary. The absolute value 1 iJ. "I takes a 'minimal 
value at a~ when considered as a function of a". 

In the lowest approximation under consideration we 
have 

1.1 = -Ihi P cos 2a' ch 2,(a" - ao") = -11.1", 

Uo = 1-p cos 2a' sh 2 (a" - a,") + 1/4P' + 'I.p' ch 4(0" - a,"), (42) 

2ea " -4eap, B h2" 
-;;;-,=I1=pch200 , -w-'-= =ps ao. 

Selecting a' = 0, we find the solution f~~(Z, +): 

f,~tl (z, +)= e-i·"'{sin(z - la")- 'l.ipcos(3z - ta" -2Ia,")+ .• .I, 
1.1" = '/,p ch 2(0" - a,"). (43 ) 

The second solution, fllci(z, +), may be obtained from 
(43) by means of the substitution 

ia" -+ -31; / 2 + i(2a," - a")., 

Here iJ." changes its sign and eo remains unchanged. 

Simple calculations give the probability of pair pro
duction in the state n: 

le'nl' :: = ( ;;y[ 1- (:: )'] [ sin I.I"~; - zo) ]', 

Z = wr I 2, Zo = w,; / 2. (44) 

In the lowest approximation p±(t) in (33) does not de
pend on t. It is convenient to compare this expression 
with the absolute value of the matrix element of the 
usual perturbation theory: 

T 3 _ (+l '" (_) ea Pa 2 112 

!))l, = S dt S d xljJpt (x)A (x)1jl_p" (x) = 6p,p'- [1- (-) ] 
, 2po Po 

x exp {i C:o 
- 1) (Z + 2 0 ) } sin [ ( 2:0 

- 1) (Z - Zo) ]I ( 2:0 - 1) , 

(44' ) 

We see that in the usual perturbation theory nothing 
prevents one from selecting po = w/2 and then 1 !))l,l 
a: (T - T). In fact the smallest value of jl" is p/2 and 
the quantity (44) oscillates with (T - T). 

B. Pair production by two photons (so = 2) 

Here 

(45) 

Setting 

a = io", th 2a" = (1 / 211 "" -p, / po, 

we obtain 
itt(1 h 2(" ") , " ~=~c cr -00 =-q..l., 

I I' p+ = [ sin 1.1" (Z - zo) ]' 
c,. ~ ch 2 (a" - a/') , 

(46) 

Here new compared to the case So = 1 is the vanishing 
of iJ." and c2n for e = 0, i.e., for Ps = 00 This circum
stance is a reflection of the following fact. The state of 
a pair produced by the absorption of an even number of 
photons must be even under charge conjugation. On the 
other hand, for P3 = 0 only even spherical harmonics 
are possible in the final state for Ps = O. Further, from 
the independence of the pair production amplitude on the 
spin state it can be seen that the pair is produced in a 
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state with total spin equal to unity, i.e., the final state 
is odd under charge conjugation. Thus the contributions 
from an even number of photons must vanish for P3 = O. 

C. Pair production by many photons 

If the pair is produced by So photons, then in the 
lowest order of a concrete calculation one needs only 
the quantities iJ." and eo. Considering them known, we 
will have, according to (35), (33), (38) 

f,~tl (z, +) "" e- i.", sin (soz - ia") , 

f,~') (z, +) "" e'·'" cos (soz - 2ia," + ia"), 

2p, . 2'''' 2 " ~= - V1Sln lao, -~SO = VI cos ioo , 

cos [1.1" (Z - zo) - 2i (a" - a,") 1 
Cl n = ch2(a"-ao") 

th 200" ;.:::: - .!!.:.. , 
po 

I I, p+ _ [Sinl.l"(Z-zo)]' 
c,. --

p- ch 2 (a" - aa") 

(47) 

The relation (34) is valid to the given accuracy. We 
consider further the simple special case P3 = O. For 
an even So we expect that jl" = 0, i.e., the solution 
f~~(z, +) is periodic. Indeed, the method of Sec. 2.13 

in[21J shows easily that to any order in ,J one can con
struct a periodic solution which expands in a sine 
series. The second solution can be found using the rela
tions (35), (36), and it is also periodic. 

For odd So the Whittaker method yields 

, ( 1)'+' 1 cos 2a A 

1.1" =, - 2 4"'[ (2k)!!], U''', SO = 2k + 1, 

2 [e ea] ''+' 
1.I"""i-;;;"(-1)'+'!,~ c0820, k>1. 

For 1 iJ." (Z - zo) 1 « the result agrees apart from a 
pre-exponential factor with the result of POpOV[8J. 

(48) 

Until now we have considered the average number of 
pairs in a given state. If this quantity would turn out to 
be proportional to 6 2( E) (cf. Eq. (15» and the coeffic
ient of proportionality would not depend on T and T, 
then, multiplying it with the density of final states and 
integrating with respect to d3p, we reduce one <5( E) by 
integration, and replace the second one by (T-T)/21T. 
The result would seem quite normal if the probability 
is small. 

We have seen above that for small probabilities 
(I iJ. 1 « 1) one gets approximately c2n a: <5 (E). However, 
only in lowest order of perturbation theory with respect 
to ea/ w the proportionality coefficient does not depend 
on T, T. Thus, in (15), (17) for the lowest order of 
perturbation theory one has to take the function 
14>~')(t, +)1 in zeroth approximation, and then it does 
not depend on t. (In the transition from the formula (15) 
to (17) D-1 separates a factor C, which determines the 
dependence of C2p on the field in the lowest approxima
tion.) For ea/w ~ 1 the function 14>~')(t, +)1 already de
pends essentially on t. The dependence of the propor
tionality factor on T and T is a dependence on the 
phase of the switching-on of the field. One gets the im
pression that the process under consideration exhibits, 
as a rule, a high sensitivity to the method of switching 
the field on and off. 

In conclusion we express our gratitude to V. I. Ritus 
for constant interest in this work and useful advice and 
to V. S. Popov for detailed discussions and useful 
remarks. 
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I)After multiplication by the factor [po(T)/po(r)] liz the amplitudes 
Cl p• C2p in (3) coincide with the Clp• C2p defined by one of the au
thors [4]. where f (t) was normalized to unity. 

2)In the book [21] t~e first terms of the expansion en for n = 1. 2. 3 are 
given. with a reference to Ince. Our result is based on the method of 
Sec. 7.30 in [21]. 

3)We use the same representation of the 'Y matrices as in the book of 
Akhiezer and Berestetskil [22]. 

4)Since 1/!i(x) was normalized to unity. we had there in place of (34) 
ICln 12 + IC2n 12 = 1. The second term yields the pair production proba
bility in the state n. 
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